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MILITARY STANDARD
~~km

, LEAK DETECTION, HELIUM, FOR
CHEMICAL MUNITIONS

I
1.

SCO?E

1.1 ScoRe. This standard covers wmious types and classes of
helium leak detection equipment for use in “testingthe inert components
of chemical munitions for Ie*s, and slso the final closure contsi.ning,
the chemical fill.
1.2 Classification. Helium leak detectors covered by this stankd
shaU be of the followi.ngtypes and classes:
Type “x. !lyp@n.-

New leak detectors built for specific a~@icationS.
‘RebuAltGoverment-llxrnishedleak detectors, mo~ied
for specific a~licatiom.

CUSS 1. - For heavy-walled‘munitions.
class 2. - For thin-walled munitions.
in the filling
class 3. - For find closure of SU munitions
line.
class 4* - Sniffer type to locate leaks to be reworked.
- 2. mFERmcED

DOCUMENTS

(None.)
3.

DEFIl?ITTOIiS
(None.)
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4. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
4.1 Description. The equipment shall be capable of detecting
helium leakage using a helium type mass spectrometer. The method
used shall be by placing the munition in a hood or chamber and
evacuating either the interior of the munition or the chsmber surrounding the munition. Helium shall be flowed into the space surrounding
the munition or into the munition whichever is applicable. If any
leaks are present, helium will be drawn through the leak into the
evacuated space and then to the leak detector. The equipment shall
indicate acceptance or rejection in accordance with the requirements
specified herein.
4.2
Construction. The equipment shall be ruggedly constricted for
full.time production operation. It shall be capable of three-shift
operation, eight-hours per shift. Regardless of type, the pumps shall
be of sufficient c,apacityto complete a test cycle which wiil satisfy
the requirement of 5..l(j).

5* DETAIL REQUIREMENTS
50.1 Design criteria. ‘Itis recognized that the characteristicsof
types of items ‘tobe tested dictates .inpart the pump-down time required
in each test cycle.,and there willbe cases where the requirement of
5..l(j)cannot be met except at excessive cost for large Pumps and other
equipment. These-exceptional cases will be resolved by the contracting
officer or his technical representative.
.
(a) Equipment. The equipment shall be in sections: leak
detector (mass spectrometer),pumping equipment, control panel, and a
worktable with necessary manifolding smd valves. The worktable is
the only item to be specifically designed for the inanitionto be
tested. The other items may be capable of being transferred from one
operation to another. Vinyl tubing shall be used wherever flexible
tubing is required. Rubber is not acceptable.
(b) Leak detector. The leak detector shall be a helium mass
spectrometer with a dynamic sensitivity of at least 10-7 cubic centimeters per second (cc/see) at one atmosphere pressur@ differenti~ with
all external.pumps running. In order to obt in this capability, the
maximum capability will be approximately10-9 with all external.pumps
shut down. Thi sensitivity is required in order to obtain reliable
readings at 10-8 , which “is the sensitivity required in production=
(c) Pumping equipment. Evacuation of the items under test, or
the chabers surrounding them, shall be accomplishedwith mechanical
aria/ordiffusion vacuum PUMPS as necess=y
to e~a’cuate the sPace to a
pressure of ’20microns of mercury or less.
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(d) Control panel. A control panel shall be provided, and
wiU contain sll switches, indicator lights, snd gages except ‘those
specifically required on the worktable. The worktable shall.be connected as closely as possible to prevent l% in resili.ngs
and promote
maximum sensithzity.

*,
.
(e) Worktable. The worktable portion of the helium leak
detection system may be part of the production line. This section of
the production line will be consideredpart of the helium leak detection
equiument and if the latter is retained by the Government it will
b; a-part of the eqtipment retdned. It shall also contain the required
manifolding and valves.

@

(f) .Circuit~. ‘Fheprogramming and control portion may consist
of electronic equipment or electromechanicalequipment. With the
exception of start-stop switches and the master power switch, the
sequential operation of the equipment shall be fully automated. (muy
automatic handling of test itas is mot necess&rily implied here.)
However, each step in.the operation cycle shall be capable of being
held by a manual override switch. The leak detector sh~ yrovide
for .&mzWmaticindication.in case of current failure to-the spectrometer
portion of the detector- and shaU be so interlocked that “testscannot
be condtict~gin the event of such failure. mitions which have alerate of 10
as %0
cc/see or greater, or in which a leak is so ~ss
prevent evacuation to a pressure of 20 microns of mercury shall be
indicated by a red M.ght on the control panel. Munitions which do not
have a leak as great as 10‘6 cc/see shall be indicated by a green
on
light on the control panel. A yellow indicator light shs3J r-in
until the start of the next test. Any munition which exceeds the
leakage Mnit shall be automaticallymarked, or in some manner ide?kified in order to prevent its inclusion in the regular lot.
(g) Monitoring. The equipment shall be checked for sensitivity
and accuracy by means of a “calibrated glass leak’1,permanently
attach d to-the vacuum system. It shJJ. be in the order of magnitude
of lo-% atmospheric cc/see. The sensitivity check shall be made at
the stsrt af each shift, and every 2 hours thereafter. Should an
out-of-calibrationcondition be found, the items checked prior to this
finding shall be rechecked in reverse order back to the lsst known
acceptable item.

.
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(h) Handling. The contractor shall provide the mechanical
equipment which will accomplish the required handling of the test items
immediately before, during, and immediately after the execution of
helium leak test. This handling shsll not dsmage the test items; nor
shall it alter their appearance or condition in any way which may
affect the intended use of the test items.
(i) Contamination prevention.
The mass spectrometer shall have
a built-in cold trap for trapping water, oil vapors and condensable
gasses. It shall also have an external cold trap to prevent condensable
vapors from entering the master equipment. The helium equipment shall
be placed in a closed area to prevent contamination. The test items
must be clean both inside and outside to prevent contaminationof the
test equi~ent. Small amounts of contaminationnot visible to the eye
may cause wear of the pumping units which will cause a shut-down. The
venting of the helium detection equipment and the munitions will be
to a space outside the closed area, preferably outdoors..
(J) Production requirement. The mass spectrometermust be able
to detect leaks at a rate at least 30 percent greater than the anticipated production rate.
(k) Detection cycle.. “The“timeof exposure of the item to the
helium leak test shall be .inaccordance with the instruction manual furnished
forthe test equipment. The pressure in the space being tested.for the
nresence of helium shall not exceed 20-microns of mercury prior to the
~eghning of the detection cycle. During the cycle, the helium used shall
be at a pressure differential of not less than one atmosphere. The “helium
atmosphere” shall contain not less than 95 percent heli~ during the
detection cycle, except for Class 4. This requirement may be obtained by
purging.
(1) Instrumentation. The instruments which indicate directly
for the operator must respond quickly enough to keep the operator fully
informed of the progress throughout the test cycle.
(m) Cleaning. The manifolding and other equipment shall be so
constructed and arranged as to facilitate clesning where contaminates
collect on the interior surfaces.
(n) Safety of personnel. AU exposed moving psz’tsof the
eauipment. such as drive belts, etc, shall be equipped with safety
g&r&, ~d any other potentially dangerous conditions shall be so
labelled.
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The concept of the design or design
5.2 Submission for approval,
changes must be submitted to the Conmwu@ing Officer, Edgewood Arsenal,
ATTN: SMUEA+AE*W, Ed&ewood Jksens2.,Maryland 21010, for approval
prior @ construction
or alteration of equipment within 30 days after
award of the contract. A schematic diagram with the foXiowing details
shall be included:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Make and t~e of pumps.
Make and type of valves.
Pipe and wire sizes.
Make and type of electric and electronic
equipment, such as
switches, etc.
(e) Assanbly technology.
(f)
Msterials.
(8) Chamber design.
p; P&hod of operation.
.
Position in the production line of the end item to be tested.
(d) Spare parts list required for the completion of tbe contract
for the end item.

5.3 Finish and name-plate. The finish shall be commercial standard
for this type of equipment. The name-@ ate shall contain as a minimum,
*he power requirements and the vacuum capacity.
5.4 Manuals. Each piece of new equipment and each piece of modified
equipme=be protided with new operating and maintenance
instruction
manuals . They shall contain complete information for installation,
operation and maintenance,
and shall dso include technical literature
from the supplier of components. The manuals shall list the items that
the equipment is capable of testing, and the production rate for eachitem. The number of manuals to be provided shaU be specified in the
contract.
.
5.5 Shirment and storage. Instructionsfor preservatio~ p=k%ing,
packing and marking shall be provided by the contracting officer.

5.6 Technical assistance. Should the contractor require technical
assistance during the design of the leak detection equipment, the contractor may contact the Contracting Officer, Procurement and Production
Directorate, Edgewood Arsenal, Edgewood Arsenal, -land
21010.
Preparing activity:

custodian:
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